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Dear Ms. Maier and rulemaking team, 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the pre-publication draft for the required 
statement on consumer adverse benefit determination notices (R 2022-04). 
Because the main goal of this rulemaking is to simplify language that already exists in adverse 
benefit determination notices, we ask that the regulation allow flexibility on the timing for the new 
language to be incorporated into the notices. Some health carriers may be able to implement 
language earlier than November 1, 2022, and others may need additional time to incorporate the 
language through their regular IT programming release cycles. We recommend that the introductory 
language in WAC 284-43-3070 (2)(g) be revised to: 
“(g) No later than January 1, 2023, the following statement:” 
The OIC could also then amend (2)(f) to allow a carrier to change the language earlier than the 
comply by date listed in (2)(g) if an earlier time frame works better for their business process. 
Thank you for considering this recommendation. Please let us know if you have questions. 
Merlene Converse Frankie Kaiser 
Senior Regulatory Consultant Regulatory Affairs Consultant
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Northwest Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of Washington
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